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Abstract
A new monoLithic integrated polrer device called the MOS-gate transistor (MGT)

which consists of a bipolar transistor for an output stage and two MOSFETTs for adriver stage is described. The MGT devices ritt +oov blocking voltage werefabricated. High current density of gOAlcm2 at collector-emitter vol-tage of -Zv, 
andshort turn-off time of Less than I Us lrere obtdined. This'device has no p..."iti"thyristor, so that the device is free from the latch-up phenornenon.

I. IMRODUCTION

Ideal potrer switching devices should have

characteristics of a low on-state voltage, a fast
switching speed and a small gate input polrer to
be suppLied by trigger circuit. In spite of many

works to approach the ideal power switch, the
conventional devices, such as bipolar transistors
(gJT), gate turn-off thyristors (GTO), power

MOSFETt s do not satisfy the requirements
completely. Drawbacks of those devices are a low
switching speed and a large input power for the
bipolar devices (Wt, GTO), and a high on-state
voltage for the MOSFETTs. Recently, the
Insulated Gare laansisgea(l ) (or COwnt(2) or
Bipolar-mode MOSFffi(3)) has been proposed. This
is regarded as a functionally integrated device
which cons.ists of an TMOSFET and a pnp

traneistor(4). The device structure is similar
to that of the verticaL MOSFET except for an

additional emitter which brings about a low on-
state voltage. A drawback of the IGT is laEch-up
phenonenon inherent to the device structure.

This report presents another bipolar-MOS
integrated device MGT, which is free from latch-
up phenomenon.

2. DEVICE STRUCTI'RE

The MGT (t'tOs-Gated Transistor) is an

integrated device which consists of one bipolar

B-4-5

transistor and two MOSFETI s. The equivalent
circuit of the MGT is shown in Fig. l(a)(5). The

output stage is the BJT QO. The MOSFETT s Qt and

Q2 serve for the driver of the BJT Qg. They turn
on alternately, according to their gate voltage
signaLs as shown in Fig. 1(b). The I,{OSFET Qt
supplies the base current for Qg in order to turn
on and keep on-state. On the other hand, the
I'{OSFET Q2 provides low resistance by-pass between
the ennitter and the base of QO during the turn-
off period T2. By turning-on of e2, turning:-off
action of Qg wilL be accelerated a8 a reeul.t of
shunting a part of the output current through the
by-pass Q2. Besides, blocking voltage of the MGT

becones equal to the coLlector-base breakdown

voltage BVC3O of Q0, not to the collector-emitter
breakdown voltage BVggg. This allows thiner base

width than that of the conventionaL BJT for the
same blocking voltage. Consequently, the MGT can

be expected to have a low on-state voltage, a

faster switching speed than the BJT, and a high
input impedance equal to the MOSFET.

The strugture of a unit MGT is shown in
Fig. 2. As can be seen in this Fig. 2, the MGT

containe no parasitic thyristor. Actual device
consists of as many units as required fron
current specification and ternination area. The

features of this structure are as follows:
(l) The MOSFEI QZ is arranged next ie Q0 so that
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the n+ emitter of QO serves also for its

source in order to save chiP area.

Q) The MOSFET QZ is layed out along the

periphery of the emitter stripe of the Qg in

order to avoid current localization during

turn-off period.

3. EXPERIMENT

Samples of the unit MGT vtere prepared by

using the fabrication Prosesses similar to those

of the standard vertical DSA MOSFET. The active

area of the devices is 0.038 rmn2, not including

edge termination area. Blocking voltage of the

samples rras designed for 400 V. The gate

threshold voltage of the samples rilas about 2Y,

both for the MOSFET's Qt and QZ' A typical
output characteristics of the MGT is shown in

Fig. 3. The gate voltage of about lOV is

required for higher current. Current capability

of the MGT will be determined by the base eurrent

supplied by Qt and the current amplification

factor h1.g of the BJT QO. The drivability of Qf

depends on the area ratio of Qf to Qgr while the

h1'g can be controlLed by the doping level of the

base layer of QO. In order to determine the best

range of device factors, samples of the unit MGT

with various q1/QO area ratio and base accePtor

doping were fabricated. Fig. 4 shows the

relation between the Qt/QO area ratio and the

current density of those samples measured at

collector-emitter voltage of 2V. It can be seen

that the current density reaches maximum for the

Qf/QO area ratio of about 0.4, regardless of the

base dose. Considering the effect of base dose

to turn-off time, the QI/QO area ratio of 0.4 and

base dose of 3x1913 gtn-2 ltere adopted for the

sarnples mentioned below. A forward conduction

characteristics of the MGT is shown in Fig.5.

At room temperature, current density of the MCT

is 90 l/"rZ for forward voLtage drop of 2v. This

current density is about 3 times higher than that

of the MoSFET and comparable to that of the BJT

designed for the same blocking voltage.

Switching characteristics of the sample

MGTr s \rere measured with a resistive 1oad.

Fig. 6 shows temperature dependence of the turn-

on times of the MGT. The turn-on time ton of the

sample was tess than 0.3 ps at temperature range

of 25tu150oc. Fig. 7 shows typical waveforms of

the sample UGT rdith and without driving Q2. The

turn-off time toff of the MGT with Q2 driving is

0.3 Us, whereas that without QZ driving is

1.5 Us. This shows clearly that QZ is effective

to speed up turn-off action of the device. The

temperature dependence of turn-off times of the

MGT is shown in Fig. 8. Turn-off time toff of

the MGT was less than 0.8 Us even at 150oC.

4. CONCLUSION

A ne\d MOS-gate transistor MGT which

integrates one bipolar transistor for the outPut

stage and two MOSFETT s for the driver on a

silicon wafer rdas proposed. Basic

characteristics of the MGT have been revealed by

experirnental studies using the unit MGT with

blocking voltage of 400V. It has been confirmed

that the MCT has characteristics of a high

current density equal to the BJT and a shorter

turn-off time than the BJT designed for the same

blocking voltage. This eharacteristics are

brought about by turning-on the MOSFET QZ

connected between the emitter and the base of the

BJT QO during the turn-off period. The }lGT can

be used for an output stage in power ICrs as well

as for a discrete power switch.
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Fig.2 Structnre of a unit MGT.
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Fig.1 Equivalent circuit and operational

tine sequence of an l4GT.
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Fig.l Static output characteristics of an lGT.
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Fig.5 Forward conductj,on characteristics
of an I'IGT with a blocking voltage

of 400 V. Gate voltage of the Q1

is 10 V.
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Fig.? Turrpoff waveforrns of an MGT.
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